
"The Secret of Translators' Stone" episode 1

#WHODUNNIT

Anna sighed deeply and typed the last assessment into the system.

She looked at her watch. After last year's events, the school had finally switched to the ring-free system, and some 
teachers lost track of the passing time. But this time intuition did not disappoint Anna. The last hour of work had 
just passed and holiday time had arrived! The teacher turned off the computer and left the teacher's room.

She met Bridget in the corridor. The PE teacher didn't go anywhere this time. The strong veteran had calmed down 
a lot, and had become cheerful, even joyful. Over the past year, the two teachers had the opportunity to get to 
know each other better and had become friends.

- “Anna, hello!” - Bridget greeted her cheerfully - “Finally it’s holiday time! Any plans for your vacation?” – “I would 
love to go somewhere far and exotic.” - Anna started daydreaming. - “But you know, back to reality,” - she knowin-
gly winked at Bridget. - “Surely I will end up in the countryside.” “We'll see how the weather will be this year. For 
the time being, it looks miserable.” - They left the school and headed straight into a raging downpour. Not surpri-
singly, the teachers wanted to enjoy the first day of vacation, so returning to school was out of the question. They 
decided to head for the parking lot. 

Sporty Bridget pulled up the hood of her sports sweatshirt and briskly headed towards her car. Anna was left 
behind, because the mechanism in her umbrella, as usual, decided to jam at the best time. After a while, Anna won 
the fight with the stubborn object, shielded herself from the rain, and tried to figure out how far her friend had 
gone.

At this point, time seemed to stand still. The teacher saw a black van emerge from behind the wall of rain and stop 
with a screech of tires in front of Bridget, who was running. Two masked men jumped out of the vehicle. They 
grabbed the surprised teacher and put a black bag over her head. The strong woman tried to fight. Unsuccessfully! 
The bandits restrained her hands, pushed her into the car and slammed the door. 

As everything happened quickly, Anna did not even manage to cry out. - You have to save your friend, she thought. 
The villains started their vehicle and were about to leave. Anna thought that she must at least remember the 
vehicle registration, as she could not catch up with the moving van on foot. The teacher looked around and asses-
sed her options. There were several bicycles standing near the bike stand. There was a chance that one would not 
be locked, as often was the case, and Anna would manage to ride on it, at least long enough to see the registration 
plate through the strong downpour. Or maybe run to her own car waiting in the parking lot and try to rescue her 
friend?

A: Jump on the bike - go to episode 2A
B: Run to your car - go to episode 2B

What now?
Choose the next steps for Anna!


